and don'ts of company parties. Some of them contain
hilarious stories that I'm collecting for a future book but to
quickly summarize my best counsel:
a) Do not use this opportunity to try out that new "Madonna
On Tour" look.
b) Do not use this opportunity to prove that you can "bust a
move" with the best of them.
c) Do not use this opportunity to rigorously test drive that
new liver you just had transplanted.

Resources

Quick Links
LifeMap Archive

Join our list
Join our mailing list!
Join

Now that we have the obvious stuff out of the way let's get
practical for a bit and focus on the positive features of the
organizational holiday party and how it can contribute to
your job and career success.

Paths Forward
· It's Not Really A Party. Or, at least, it's not a party in the
sense of lampshade hats, experimental cocktails or
marginally tasteful gag gifts. This is a company event.
Attendance is all but required. Arrive on time, conservatively
attired, and behave as if you are being covertly observed because you are. This is an opportunity to make a
professional, business-like impression on those (some known
to you, some unknown to you) who have the potential to
facilitate your path upwards. Use it wisely.
· Time Management. Think of your company party like a
successful bank heist:
- have a plan,
- get in on time,
- accomplish what you can,
- have fun if possible (though it's not essential),
- get out intact.
Don't arrive late, don't arrive buzzed, don't arrive a half-hour
before it's over just to "make an appearance" and don't
close the joint down at 2 a.m. (all faux pas will be observed
and noted). Know whom you want to meet, greet, and get
introduced to. Make an effort to spend some time with those
whom you work most closely. Be visible and be sure to
acknowledge those with whom you are only acquainted or
only work peripherally. Important note: Somebody is paying
for all this and somebody spent time organizing this. Know
who these folks are beforehand and leave time to find and
thank them. Most people take all this for granted and by
showing your courtesy and appreciation you will stand out.

· Speak Up. This may be the only time or one of a very few
times during the year when you have relaxed access to your
boss's boss or the divisional general manager or even the
CEO. Make the most of it. Look for an opportunity to politely
introduce yourself, say what you do for the organization and
thank him or her for sponsoring the event. Remember to
introduce your date / spouse.
· Build Your Network. Collaborating with other groups and
serving on interdepartmental teams are great ways to build
your skill set and increase your value to your employer. The
holiday party is a relaxed opportunity to get to know people
from other groups, teams and departments within your
organization. When people get to choose their colleagues
they typically choose people with whom they are already
familiar.
· Solo, Couples or Kids? Pay strict attention to your
invitation. Who was invited? Some company events are for
employees only. Some include spouses or dates and a few
include children. Be clear on this and you will avoid an
uncomfortable mistake. (And pay for it later at home!)
· Generosity Is the Name of the Game. Be generous in
your praise and thoughtful comments to the spouses or
dates of your colleagues and subordinates. Leave behind the
water cooler jibes and mock insults that are often spoken in
jest and just as often taken hurtfully. Should you be singled
out with a toast for an achievement, be modest, share credit
and don't toast yourself. Nod humbly and express thanks to
whomever expressed the appreciation.
· Offer A Helping Hand In A CLM. Should someone have
obviously overindulged or made a grievous verbal or social
gaffe try to help downplay the situation if possible. Genially
enlist a colleague's help to diffuse any embarrassment,
awkwardness or anger. Try to gently help the offender
remove him or herself from the scene of the CLM (career
limiting move). All will note your tact, business savvy, and
personal kindness.
· Reward Your Partner. Let's go back to where we
started... "It's not really a party." But someone probably got
all dressed up and went with you anyway. If you have
turned this event to your career advantage in the ways I
have suggested then it probably wasn't a whole lot of fun
for your spouse or date. If he or she has an upcoming
company holiday event remember to return the favor

graciously. If not, I leave it to your imagination how best to
express your holiday thanks!
Life Map is about recognizing the realities of today's career
world and, in a thoughtful and humane way, using them to
achieve the career - and life - success you desire.

Tired of boring meetings??
Have Dr. Paul speak at your next off-site meeting or
conference. Fast-moving, practical, motivating presentations
from an acknowledged leader in the field of career and
personal success.
http://www.drpaulpowers.com/speakingschedule.html

Resources
Someone you know job hunting or thinking about it?
To order the best, concise, all-round job changing guide
available. "Winning Job Interviews: Reduce Interview
Anxiety, Outprepare the Other Candidates, Land the Job You
Love" by Dr. Paul Powers, click the link below.
Stalled at work? Still struggling to find your true
vocation?
Or know someone who is? To order your copy of "Love Your
Job! Loving the Job You Have, Finding a Job You Love" by Dr
Paul Powers, click the link below.
http://www.drpaulpowers.com/booksarticles.html

Have an issue or question you'd like Dr. Paul to address in a future edition? Send an
email to the email address list below.
If you found this issue of LifeMap of value please forward it to 3 people who you think
will enjoy it or you may send us their email address a for a free subscription.
To ensure that LifeMap is delivered to your inbox, please add drpaul@drpaulpowers.com
to your address book or list of approved senders.
(Our privacy policy: we do not share or sell email addresses or any info with any other parties. Ever.)

Sincerely,

Dr. Paul
Email: drpaul@drpaulpowers.com
Phone: 781-237-0550
Web: http://www.drpaulpowers.com
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